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In the consar~uinity graph of a digraph, two vertices are joined iff they have a common 
ancestor. Necessary andsufficient conditions are given for a gralah to be a consanguinity graph. 
We also characterize graphs having an orientation such that any two vertices with a common 
predecessor a e adjacent. 
Ia this paper  all graphs and digraphs are simple, i.e., there are no loops, 
multiple edges or  multiple arcs with the same orientation. 
Let D be  a digraph. We say that u is a predecessor of v if (~., v)~ D;  and we say 
that u is an ancestor of v if ~here is a d irected path, possibly of length 0, f rom u to v. 
Note  that it is possible for two distinct vertices u and v each to be an ancestor 
of the other  (if D contains a dL'ected circuit). Two distinct vertices are consan- 
guine if they have a cornmon ancestor. If u and ,~ are consanguine, then either 
there is a d i rected path connect ing them or  there is a vertex w (w~ u, w~ v) with 
directed paths P horn w to u, a ld Q from w to v, that are vertex-dis joint except 
for w. The consanguinity graph of D has the same vertex set as D ;  two verfice~ 
are jo ined itt they are consanguine. We denote the consanguinity graph of D by 
c(D). 
We associate with any graph G a digraph ~(G) with the same vertex set ~s G;  
(u~ v) e ~(G) iff uv ~ G and for every vertex w ~,~ v, wu ~ G implies ;vv ~ G. 
Lemma 1. D c__ ~(c(D)). 
Proof.  If (u ,v )~D,  then ur ic (D)  and since in D any ancestor of u is an 
ancestor of v, w# v and wu ~ c(D) together  imply wv ~_ c(D). 
Lemma 2. If u is an ancestor of v in ~(G), and u~ v, then (u, v)E ~(G). 
lh'oof.  ~!t suffices to prove that if (u,w)e~.(G), (w ,v )e~(G)  and u~v,  then 
(u, v )e  i.~(G). This is an easy consequence of the definition. 
Lemma 3. (a ) / /uv  ~ c(g(G)), then either (u, v) ~ g(G) or (v, u) e g(O) or there is w 
such that (w, u )~(G)  and (w,v)s~(G) .  
(b) c(e(G))  ~_ G. 
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Proof. (a) This follows from Lemma 2. 
(b) By (a)~ it is enough to show that if uCv, (w, u)e~(G) ,  and (w, v )~(G) ,  
then uv ~ G. Since (w, u) ~ ~(G) impl,~es uw ~ G, this is immediate. 
Theorem 1. For any graph G the following are equivalent: 
(a) G is a consanguinity graph. 
(b~ G = c(e(G)). 
(c) Yf uv ~ G then either (u, v) ~ ~(G) or (v, u) ~ ~(G) or there is w such that 
(w, u)~=(G) and (w, v)~(G) .  
(d) G ~ the consanguinity graph of a transitive, antisymmetric digraph. 
Proof. We show that (a) implies (c), (c) implies (b), (b) implies (d), and (d) implies 
(a). 
(a) implies (c~ Suppose that G=c(D).  By Lemma 1, Dc_~(G). Hence G= 
c(D) c c(~(G)). "lhe result now follows from Lemma 3(a). 
(c) implies (b). Assume (c). Then Gc_c(~(G)). c(~(G))c_G by Lemma 3(b). 
Hence G = c(~(G)). 
(b) implies (d). Attac~, labels 1 . . . . .  n to the vertices of G. u is lower than v (v 
is higher than u) if the l~bel attached to u is less than the label attached to v. 
Define a digraph D (with tt:~ same vertex set as G) as follows: (u, v) e D iff either 
(u, v) ~ ~(G) and (v, u) ~ ~(G) or (u, v) ~ ~(G) and (v, u) ~ ~(G) and u is lower 
than v. We claim that D is a transitive, antisymmetric digraph with c (D)= 
c(~(G)). 
Clearly D is antisymmetric. D is al~o transitive. For assume that (u, v)~ D and 
(v,w)~D. By antisymmetry u~w, and so by Lemma 2 (u ,w)~(G) .  If 
(w, u)¢ ~(G), then (u, w)~ D. Otherwise, from (v, w)e C'(G) and (w, u)e  ~(G), we 
have (v, u) c ~(G); and from (w, u) ~ ~(G) and (u, v) e ~'(G), we have (w, v) ~ ~(G). 
Since (u, v)~D and (v, u)~?(G) ,  u is lower than v. Since (v, w)~D and (w, v)~ 
t~(G), v is lower than w. Thus u is lower than w and we must have (u, w)e D. 
Certainly c(D) c c(~(G)), and it remains only to show that c(~(G)) c_ c(D). Let 
uv ~ c(~(G)). If (u, ,,) e ~(G) then (u, v) ~ D or (v, u) ~ D; in either case uv ~ c(D). 
Similarly, if (v, u)e  tT(G) then uv ~ c(D). Thus we can suppose that (u, t )~  ~(G) 
and (v, u)~(G) .  By Lemma 3(a) there is w such that (w, u )~(G)  and (w, v)~ 
~(G). By Lemma 2. (u, w) ~ ~(G) and (v, w) ~ ~(G). It follows that (w, u) ~ D and 
(w. v)~D, and hence that uvec(D). 
Now if G = c(t~(G)), then also G = c(D). 
(d) implies (a). This is immediate. 
A special class of consanguinity graphs is characterized in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. For any graph G the following are equivalent: 
(a) G has an orientation D such that G = c(D). 
(b) G has a transitive orientation D such that G = c(D). 
(c) G has no induced subgraph P4 or C4. 
Proof. We show that (a) implies (c), (c) implies (b), and (b) implies (a). 
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(a) implies (c). Suppose that D is an orientation of "~ such that G = c(D). If 
either P4 or C4 is an induced subt,:aph of G, then there are distinct vertices u, v, 
w, x such that uoaG, vw~G, wx~G but uw¢G, vx~G. Without loss of 
generality assume that (v, w)~ D. If (u, v)~ D then u and w have tt as a common 
ancestor, and if (v, u)ED then u and w have v as a co:nmon ancestor. But theft 
uw ~ G, a contradiction. 
(c) implies (b). Suppose that G has ~1o induced subgraph P4 or (?4. It follows 
that if uv ~ G, then (u, v)~ ~(G) or (v, u )e  ?(G). Therefore D as defined in the 
"(b) implies (d)" part ,of Theorem 1 is a transitive orientation of G; also, by 
Theorem 1, G = c(~(G)) = c(D). 
(b) implies (a). This is immediate. 
Remarks. (1) The smallest consanguinity graph not in the class of graphs de- 
scribed in Theorem 2 consists of a path P4 with a fifth vertex joined to the second 
and third vertices of the path. 
(2) Let G be any graph, and let H be obtained from (; by adding for each edge 
oi G a n~w vertex joined to both ends of the edge. Then H is the consanguinity 
grw~h of D, where (u, v) ~ D iff uv ~ Har, d u is a new vertex. 
As a consequence, there are no forbidden induced st bgraphs tor the property 
of being a consanguinity grapF,. 
()) The graphs of Theorem 2 are transitix el~¢ orientable. A consanguinity graph 
that is not tra~lsitively orientable is obtaine(i by taking G = C5 in Remark (2). 
Theorem 2 suggests the following pro'~iem: characte.rize the graphs with an 
orientation su,:h that any two vertices ,vi h ~ common predecessor a e adjacent. 
K2, 3 is the sm:~llest graph with no such or entation; in f-'lct it is the only example 
with fewer tha~l six vertices. From Berge [1, Theorem 17, p. 39] ~' graph G has an 
orientation such that no two vertices kave a common predecessor iff each 
connected component of G contains at most one circuit. 
Tb.~orem 3. A graph G has an orientation such t at any two vertices with a 
common predecessor are adjacent iff "t~o walk in G has both the property that every 
section of length two. connects two disffnct non-adjace~i ~ertices, and the form u, 
V, . . . ,1.), 12 , . . . ,  W, V. 
Proof. We say that a walk is a 2-geodesic if every section of length two is a 
geodesic (i.e. connects two distinct non-adjacent vertices). 
First we prove the necessity of the col~dition. We suppose that W is z 
2-geodesic of the form u, v, . . . .  v, u, . . .~u~ v and show that if D is any 
orientation of G, then there is a pair of d~stinct non-adjacent vertices with a 
common pretaecessor. Because of the form of W, whether (u, v )e  D or (v, u)~ D, 
W has a head-to-tail edge traversal and a subsequent tail-to-head edge traversal. 
Therefore, W has a head-to-tail edge traversal followed immediately by a 
tail-to-head edge traversal. Since W is a 2-geodesic, we have a pair of distinct 
non-adjacent vertices with a common predecessor. 
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Now we prove the sufficiency of the condition. A partial orientation of a graph 
G is obtained by directing the edges in some subset of E(G). We will be 
interested in partial orientations D of G satisfying condition (C): if ave  G, 
(u, v )¢D and (v, w)eD.  then either u= w or uw~G.  Note that a total crienta- 
tion satisfies (C) iff any two vertices with a common predecessor are adjacent, and 
so we are done if we show that (1) given a graph G. we can find either an 
orientation satisfying (C) or a 2-geodesic of th ~ ferm u, v . . . . .  v, u, . . . .  :~, v. 
It is enough to prove that (2) given a graph G and a partial (no~: total) 
orientation D of G satisfying (C), we can find either a proper extension of D 
satisfying (C) or a 2-geodesic of the form u, v . . . . .  v, u . . . . .  u. v. 
Assertion (1) follows by repeatedly applying (2), starting with the empty partial 
orientation of G. 
Now it is enough to prove that (3) given a graph G, a partial orientation D of G 
satisfying (C), and vertices u and v joined by an undirected edge, we can find 
either an extension of D containing (u, v) and satisfying (C), or a 2-geodesic of the 
foITn t), U, . . . ,  u, t). 
To get (2) from (3), choose vertices u and v joined by an undirected edge. 
Apply (3). If an er~tension of D containing (u, v) and satisfying (C) is obtained, 
stop. Otherwise, we obtain a 2-geodesic W1 of the form v, u . . . . .  u, v. Apply (3) 
with u and v interchanged. If an extension of D containing (v, u) and satisfying 
(C) is obtained, stop. Otherwise, we obtain a 2-geodesic W2 of the form u, 
v . . . . .  v, u. Let W :-- W2W ~ where W'I is obtained from W~ by deleting its initial 
vertex and edge. W is a 2-geodesic of the form u, v . . . . .  v, u . . . . .  u, v. 
Finally, we prove (3). Given G, D. u and v, proceed as follows. Let Do ~= D and 
D~ = D + (u, v). For n ;~ 1, suppose/9,  is given. If possible, choose vt;rtices x, y 
and z such that (y, z )~D. ,  xyeG,  (x, y )~D. ,  (y ,x )~D.  and x:'~G; let D,,~1--- 
D.+(x ,  y). Otherwise, let D,,+~=D,,, Let m be the least n such that D.+~= D.. 
D,. is an extension of D containing (u, v). If D,. satisfies (C), we are done. 
Otherwise th:~re are distinct vertices xl, y~ and z~ such that x~y~ e G, (xl, Y0 ~ D.~, 
(Yl, zt)~ D,. and x~ :19~ G. Sipce Dm+~ = Din, (yl, xl)~ D~. Since D satisfies (C) 
and D,~ is an extension of D, (y~, xt )~D and (Yl, z~)~D. 
By induction on n, if (x, y )eD.  and (x, y )~D then there is a 2-geodesic 
beginning with x, y and ending with u, v and such that every edge traversal is 
from the tail to the head of an arc of /9. .  Note for the induction step that in the 
situation (x, y)~ D.+I, (x, y)~ D,,, (y, z )~/9 ,  and xz~ G, we have (y, z)~ D since 
D satisfies (C). 
Thus there are 2-geodesics W~ and Wz beginning with yl, x~ and Yl, zl 
respectively, and both ending with u: ~. Let W= WT~W~, then W is a 2-geodesic 
of the form v, u . . . . .  u, v. 
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